The stochastic dynamics of randomly asymmetric fully connected Ising systems is studied. We solve analytically the particularly simple case of fully asymmetric systems. We calculate the relaxation time of the autocorrelation function and show that the system remains paramagnetic even at zero temperature {T=O). The ferromagnetic phase is only slightly afFected by the asymmetry, and the paramagnetic-to-ferromagnetic phase transition is characterized by a critical slowing down similar to second-order transition in symmetric (fully connected) systems. Monte Carlo simulations of a fully connected Ising system with random asymmetric interactions, both at 6nite and zero temperature, are presented. For finite T the autocorrelation function decays completely to zero for all strengths of the asymmetry. The T=O behavior is more complex. In the fully asymmetric case the system is ergodic, with decaying autocorrelations, in agreement with the theoretical predictions. In the partially asymmetric case all Aows terminate at Axed points {i. e. , states which are stable to single spin Hips). However, the typical time that it takes to converge to a fixed point grows exponentially with the size of the system. This convergence time varies from sample to sample and has a lognormal distribution in large systems. On time scales which are smaller than the convergence time, the system behaves "ergodically, " and the autocorrelation function decays to zero, much like the finite-temperature case.
I. INTRODUCTION The properties of neural networks with asymmetric synaptic coeScients (J; QJI, . ) have been the subject of several recent studies. ' We refer here specifically to systems with random asymmetry. Two types of dynamic models have been discussed. One is a system of "soft spins" (or analog neurons} obeying Langevin equations of motions. This model has been discussed in detail in a previous paper (which will be referred to as paper I). A second model, which is studied in the present paper, concerns the time evolution of asymmetric networks of discrete +1 variables (Ising spins}.
The soft-spin model has been particularly useful in analyzing the efkcts of adding weak random asymmetry to systems with spin-glass (SG) and ferromagnetic (FM) interactions. Using a spherical model, the SG phase has been shown to be completely suppressed by asymmetry. ' The autocorrelation function (the timedependent Edwards-Anderson order parameter) decays completely to zero even at low temperatures. However, its relaxation time~E A diverges when the strength of the asymmetry, denoted by k, decreases as GAEA( k } = k k~0. On the other hand, the spherical model predicts that as the temperature is lowered there is a slowing down,~E~=1/T, T~O, for all nonzero k, leading to a complete freezing of the system at zero temperature.
In this paper we study analytically and numerically the stochastic dynamics of randomly asymmetric fully con- where X is the PM local susceptibility (shown in Fig. 1 4. For comparison we also present the symmetric case k=0. In this case, C(t) decays to a finite value q=0.6 which is close to the expected value of the EA order parameter in the SK model. '
The numerical results for k+0 are all consistent with the prediction that C(r) decays to zero for all nonzero values of k. Figure 4 also indicates that the decay of C (t)
is slower when k decreases. We have chosen as a crude estimate of the relaxation time rE"ofC(t) the time at which C(r) decays to C(t) =0.1. A log-log plot of rE~ (k) is shown in Fig. 5 X (co )P( -co), (A2) where C(co) are the Fourier components of C(t) and Z is a normalization factor. Equation (2.21) In deriving Eq. (A4) we have used the properties C(t =0)= 1 and C( -t) = C(t) By definit. ion we have g(a)= f dx e' "F(x)=I3fdx e' '"+'F(x+a), which when substituted in Eq. (A4) yields f(t)= f dx F(x+a) f dy F(y+a) f expI --, '[a +a' +2aa'C(t)]+iax+ia'yI .
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Carrying out the integrals over o. and a' we obtain, after a straightforward algebra,
f(t)=, f dx F(x+a) f dy F(y+a)exp 
